
 

  

Proclaiming Evidence for Truth 
 

THIS WEEK'S CREATION MOMENT 
 

Can There Be Design Without a Designer? 
 

For the invisible things of him from the creation of 

the world are clearly seen, being understood by the 

things that are made, even his eternal power and 

Godhead...– Romans 1:20a 

A new science called biomimetics is making news. 

In the past we have talked about how some of man's 

designs are often similar to God's which do the same 

job. However, in biomimetics, researchers actively 

seek to study the creation to learn of designs that will 

solve engineering problems. 

We are all familiar with the story of how thistle seeds inspired Velcro. Engineers 

have used the design of the owl's wing to make the structures that carry electrical 

current to trains. The result is a much quieter ride. The moth's eyes' ability not to 

reflect light helps make it harder to be spotted by birds. The same design has now 

been used to make a nonreflective film. The result is a film that can be used to help 

prevent windows from reflecting light. This film will soon be available 

commercially. Many dyes are toxic, yet many creatures manage to show off bright 

colors without using toxic substances. Materials engineers studied how the jewel 

beetle produces its color. The result is a film that seems to change color depending 

on the angle from which you view it. 

No scientist can offer a rational explanation for how so many thoughtful and 

efficient designs could be generated in a mindless universe. These designs are 

fingerprints God left all over the creation so that man might seek Him out. 

Prayer: I thank and praise You, dear Father, for the excellence and wonder You 

have left as fingerprints in the creation. Amen. 

Ref: Nikkei Weekly, 2/22/10, p. 17, "Biomimetics yields life-inspired products." Photo: Jewel beetle. 
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